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ABSTRACT: Vanadium oxides are promising anode materials for lithium-
ion batteries (LIBs) due to their high capacity, good safety, and low cost.
However, their practical application has been deferred by the poor rate
capability and cycling stability. In this work, we report the designed
synthesis of porous V2O3/VO2@carbon heterostructure electrode for high-
performance LIBs. The synergic effects of porous nanostructures, phase
hybridization with self-building electric field at heterointerface, and
conductive carbon implantation effectively enhance the electronic/ionic
conduction and buffer the volume variation in the composite material.
Electrochemical tests reveal that the composite electrode exhibits high Li-
ion storage capacities of 503 and 453 mAh/g at 100 and 500 mA/g, as well
as good cycling stability with a retained capacity of 569 mAh/g over 105
cycles at 100 mA/g. In-depth kinetics analysis discloses that pseudocapa-
citive Li-ion storage process dominates in the composite electrode, which is
probably enabled by efficient coupling of the heterostructure components. The strategy of in situ carbon implantation and phase
hybridization presented herein may be extended to other electrode materials for rechargeable batteries with superior
electrochemical properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rechargeable Li-ion batteries (LIBs) have been successfully
commercialized to power various electronic devices since
1991.1 Now, they are further improved for emerging use in
(hybrid) electric vehicles and smart electric grid, as well as
storage of electricity from renewable energies. For this purpose,
new cathode and anode materials are being intensively
investigated to provide either higher specific energy or better
safety, especially both.2−4

Graphite and derivatives have been used as anode in
commercial LIBs for more than two decades. However,
graphite has a relatively low theoretical capacity (372 mAh/
g) and a poor rate property. In addition, it is unsafe due to the
possible deposition of Li-dendrites on its surface under high
charge/discharge rates. Thus, new carbon nanomaterials,5

nanostructured Si,6 metal oxide,7−10 and sulfides/selenides11−15

have been studied as alternative anode materials for next-
generation LIBs. Among them, vanadium oxides possess a rich
variety of structural motifs due to their different atomic
configurations and multiple valence states of V element.16,17

The rich composition and phase structures of vanadium oxides
have endowed them with superior electrochemical properties as
electrodes in LIBs with high theoretical capacities, good safety,
and low cost.18,19 Among them, V2O3 and VO2 have both been
explored as promising anode and cathode materials.20−28

However, as anode, the first discharge process of V2O3 and
VO2 usually involves the amorphization of the host structure,
and the poor kinetics associated with the energy barrier and
cleavage of V−O bonds can lead to a large electrode
polarization. Thus, their rate property and cycling stability
remain unsatisfactory.
Various low-dimensional V2O3 and VO2 nanostructures have

been prepared to enhance their redox reaction kinetics by
enlarging the electrode/electrolyte interface and reducing the
diffusion paths for Li+ ions.29 However, low-dimensional
nanomaterials can easily aggregate, possessing a relatively low
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packing density with inferior interparticle contact. Hierarchi-
cally porous microstructures can effectively improve the
particle-packing efficiency and enhance cycling and structure
stability. For example, various hierarchically structured porous
materials, such as LiMn2O4,

30,31 TiO2,
32,33 and V2O5,

34,35 have
taken full advantage of nanosized building blocks and
microsized assemblies, which are beneficial for enhanced strain
accommodation and structure integrity. It is anticipated that
porous V2O3 and VO2 microstructures with well-defined
morphology can manifest excellent Li-ion storage capability.
Coupling vanadium oxides with conductive carbon materials

has been proved as another effective strategy to boost their
electrochemical properties. For example, Wei et al. reported
that V2O3-ordered mesoporous carbon composite electrode
exhibited a high reversible capacity of 536 mAh/g after 180
cycles at 0.1 A/g.36 Li et al. prepared a flexible, binder-free
anode by encapsulating peapod-like V2O3 nanorods into
carbon, exhibiting a capacity of 210 and 142.8 mAh/g at 0.1
and 1 C, respectively.37 In addition, graphene woven VO2
nanoribbons showed a discharge capacity of 380 mAh/g and
99% capacity retention after 50 cycles.38 However, most
proposed synthetic approaches are still complicated and energy-
consuming. Effective syntheses of vanadium oxides/carbon
(VOx@C) hybrids with tailored morphology, composition, and
pore structure remain desired and challenging.
Herein, we report the designed synthesis of porous phase-

hybridized V2O3/VO2@carbon heterostructure as a novel
anode for LIBs. The composite material was obtained by
refluxing followed by annealing. The V2O3/VO2 composite
electrode features smooth Li+ ion transfer/intercalation driven
by built-in electric field formed at nanosized heterointerfaces.
Meantime, in situ carbon incorporation effectively enhances the
electrical transport and buffers the volume expansion in the
composite electrode during lithiation. The synergic combina-
tions of porous morphology, carbon doping, and presence of
interfacial electric field enable fast and stable pseudocapacitive
Li-ion storage in the composite electrode as revealed by kinetics
analyses. Our work presented herein may pave the way for
developing complex metal oxides/sulfides-based composite
materials with hybridized phase structures for high-performance
LIBs.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All of the chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received
without further purification.
2.1. Materials Synthesis. Vanadium glycolate (VG) precursors

were synthesized by a facile refluxing route. In a typical procedure, 1
mmol ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3) was added into 20 mL
ethylene glycol (EG) under stirring. The resulting mixture was heated
to 70 °C with continuous stirring to obtain a yellow sol. The sol was
then transferred into a 100 mL glass flask and refluxed at 170 °C for 2
h to acquire dark blue VG precipitates. The reaction product was
collected by centrifugation, rinsed with absolute ethanol twice, and
then dried at 60 °C for 8 h in air.
Hierarchical porous vanadium oxides/carbon (VOx@C) composites

were obtained by annealing the VG precursors at 300−700 °C in Ar
with a temperature ramping rate of 2 °C/min. After cooling naturally
to room temperature, the samples were collected for following
characterization and electrochemical tests. For convenience, the
samples annealed at 300, 400, 500, 600, and 700 °C were named as
VOx-300, VOx-400, VOx-500, VOx-600, and VOx-700, respectively.
2.2. Characterizations. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses of the

samples were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advanced diffractometer with
Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). Surface morphologies of the
samples were observed by a Hitachi S-4800 field-emission scanning

electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) analyzer. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were
acquired using a JEM-2100F transmission electron microscope.
Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms were carried out using a
NOVA 1200e surface area and pore size analyzer (Quantachrome
Instruments) at 77 K. The samples were degassed at 180 °C for 8 h on
a vacuum line before adsorption experiments. The specific surface area
and pore size distribution of the samples were evaluated by Brunauer−
Emmett−Teller (BET) and Barrett−Joyner−Halenda methods.
Thermogravimetry (TG) and differential scanning calorimeter
(DSC) analyses were recorded using a SETARAM Labsys Evo S60/
58458 thermal analyzer under a flow of nitrogen with a heating rate of
5 °C/min. The surface chemical composition and element electronic
states were analyzed by an X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Alpha). The binding energy for the sample
was calibrated using the C 1s peak from a carbon tape at 284.8 eV.

2.3. Electrochemical Measurements. Electrochemical properties
of the samples were tested using CR2025 coin cells. The working
electrodes were made by thoroughly mixing the active materials,
acetylene black, and poly(vinylidene fluoride) with a weight ratio of
8:1:1 in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone to form a slurry. The slurry was then
uniformly coated on a Cu foil and dried at 120 °C for 12 h under
vacuum. Li foils were used as counter and reference electrodes. One
molar LiPF6 dissolved in ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate
with a volume ratio of 1:1 was used as working electrolyte. The Li-half
cells were assembled in a glovebox purged with ultrapure Ar. The
water and oxygen contents in the glovebox were controlled below 0.5
ppm. Galvanostatic discharge−charge curves were recorded on a
LAND CT2001A battery testing instrument within a voltage range of
0.1−3 V versus Li+/Li at different current densities (50−500 mA/g).
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves were recorded at different scan rates
on a CHI-604E workstation within 0.1−3 V versus Li+/Li. All of the
electrochemical measurements were carried out at room temperature.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The porous V2O3/VO2@carbon was synthesized by refluxing
NH4VO3 in ethylene glycol (EG), followed by annealing in Ar.
The starting NH4VO3 material displays irregular particle
morphology, as revealed by the SEM in Figure S1a,b. During
the refluxing process, EG served as a solvent and structure-
directing agent. It has a strong coordination ability due to its
double hydroxyl groups as bidentate ligands. After refluxing,
vanadium(IV) glycolates (VGs) was obtained on a large
scale.39,40 SEM image (Figure S1c,d) indicates the VG
precursor comprises microspheres with textured surface. The
spheres have an average size of ∼2 μm, and each sphere is
constructed by nanosized quadrangular prisms. The VG
precursor was then converted into vanadium oxides (VOx) by
thermal treatment. During heat treatment, it is deduced that
VG precursor converts into VO2 first; meantime, some
conductive carbon species were in situ incorporated into the
VOx by carbonization decomposition of EG moieties. Carbon
doping in VOx is beneficial for electrical conduction and buffer
of volume expansion during discharge. In addition, the
formation of carbon can prevent the sintering of vanadium
oxides crystals under high temperatures, which facilitates fast
Li+-ion insertion/extraction with short diffusion paths. Further
increasing the annealing temperature, the resulting VO2 could
either be further reduced by carbon species into V2O3 or
directly decompose into V2O3.
Before annealing, TG/DSC analyses were performed to

probe the decomposition process of VG precursor in inert
atmosphere. From Figure 1a, the initial weight loss (∼7.3%)
before 200 °C can be ascribed to desorption of physically
adsorbed H2O from the particle surface, which is accompanied
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by an endothermic peak in the DSC curve. A ∼30.5% weight
loss at 200−400 °C with a noticeable exothermic peak mainly
corresponds to the decomposition of EG in the precursor. No
crystallographic phases of vanadium oxides were formed before
300 °C, as revealed by XRD pattern (Figure S2a). An
endothermic peak is noted at ∼345 °C due to the nucleation
of VO2 phase, as confirmed by XRD (Figure S2b). A small
weight loss (∼4.3%) at 400−500 °C can be attributed to the
loss of carbon species together with V2O3 phase formation due
to the reduction of VO2 by carbon at high temperature (Figure
S2c). From 500 to 700 °C, the weight loss becomes
unnoticeable (∼1.3%). The combined TG/DSC and XRD
results suggest that 500 °C might be optimal for VOx
preparation given the small crystallite size and homogeneous
carbonization of EG moieties. Otherwise, an incomplete
carbonization can occur at lower temperature (Figure S2a);
instead, severe grain growth and aggregation would be expected
at higher annealing temperatures (Figure S2d,e). For simplicity,
the sample obtained after annealing VG precursor at 500 °C in

Ar was named as “VOx-500”, and similar abbreviations were
used for other VOx samples annealed at other temperatures.
Figure 1b depicts the XRD pattern of VOx-500 sample. The

major reflections can be indexed to rhombohedral V2O3 phase
(JCPDS No. 74-0325)41 and tetragonal VO2 (JCPDS No. 74-
1642).42 The coexistence of V2O3 and VO2 phases has several
possible advantages: (i) the phase separation can prevent the
overgrowth of crystallites into larger-sized single-phase grains;
and (ii) abundant nanosized heterojunctions can be formed at
the VO2/V2O3 interfaces, which can promote the Li+/electrons
transport/transfer at heterostructure driven by a built-in electric
field, as noted recently.9,11,15,43 Thus, increased Li-ion storage
capacity and rate property would be anticipated in such V2O3/
VO2 heterostructure electrode. In addition, some minor
diffraction peaks are noted and can be assigned to the possible
existence of trace V6O11 (JCPDS No. 18-1451), V3O5 (JCPDS
No. 09-0148), and V3O7 (JCPDS No. 27-1347) phases in the
composite sample.
SEM image in Figure 2a reveals that VOx-500 sample

contains hierarchical microspheres constructed from quad-
rangular nanoprisms, which resembles its VG precursor.
Magnified SEM image (Figure 2b) indicates that each
nanoprism is comprised of nanoparticles interconnected into
a porous structure, different from the VG precursor. The
porous nanostructure can be produced by the release of gases
during thermal decomposition of VG precursors. Apparently, it
could facilitate electrolyte permeation and wetting on the
electrode surface, and Li+-ion diffusion with reduced paths,
boosting Li-ion storage capability. In addition, EDX mapping
discloses uniform element distribution of carbon (C), vanadium
(V), and oxygen (O) throughout the sample (Figure 2c−f).
This result suggests that some carbon species have been in situ
incorporated into VOx-500 during the thermal decomposition
of VG precursor. The mass content of carbon species in VOx-
500 sample was further determined to be ca. 7% by TG/DSC
analyses in air (Figure S3). The implantation of carbon species
in the sample can enhance the electrical conduction and buffer
the volume change of the electrode during charge/discharge,
boosting its rate property and cycling stability. For comparison,
the morphologies of the VOx samples obtained after annealing
VG precursors at other temperatures were also studied (Figures
S4 and S5). For VOx-300 and VOx-400 samples, they also
comprise microspheres constructed from nanoprism-like
particles (Figure S4). However, their surfaces are smooth and
only some macropores are formed, suggesting the vanadium
oxides grains have been probably buried beneath the thick
carbon layer due to the incomplete carbonization of EG at
lower temperatures. In contrast, larger-sized V2O3 grains (>40
nm) are obtained in VOx-600 sample possibly due to the
overgrowth at higher temperature (Figure S5a,b). Oversized
grains (up to 200 nm) together with core/shell microspheres
and cracks can be observed in VOx-700 sample (Figure S5c,d),
implying an interparticle sintering by a possible inward−
outward Ostwald ripening process. The large grain sizes in
VOx-600 and VOx-700 samples are disadvantageous for Li+-ion
insertion/extraction, increasing the polarization and lowering
the rate capacity.
The microstructure of VOx-500 sample was studied by

TEM/HRTEM. In Figure 3a, the TEM micrograph confirms
the well-defined spherical morphology of VOx-500 particles.
Some porous hollow structures of nanoprisms can be observed
in Figure 3b,c. HRTEM result (Figure 3d) depicts that the
porous nanoprisms are constructed by interconnected nano-

Figure 1. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)/DSC curves of VG
precursor under N2 atmosphere with a temperature ramping rate of 5
°C/min; (b) XRD pattern of VOx-500 sample obtained after annealing
the VG precursors at 500 °C for 5 h in Ar. In addition to major V2O3
and VO2 phases, some minor other vanadium oxides of V6O11 (labeled
as “⧫”, JCPDS No. 18-1451), V3O5 (labeled as “filled clubs”, JCPDS
No. 09-0148), and V3O7 (labeled as “filled spades”, JCPDS No. 27-
1347) might also exist in the composite sample.
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particles. The lattice fringes with interplanar distances of 0.37
and 0.32 nm can be indexed to the (012) plane of V2O3 and
(110) plane of VO2 phases, respectively.

41,42 In addition, some
ultrathin carbon layers can be observed on the outer surface of
the vanadium oxides nanocrystals (see arrows). Additional
HRTEM micrograph combining fast Fourier transformation
(FFT) patterns further confirms the existence of abundant
nanosized V2O3/VO2 heterojunctions as shown in Figure 4.
The coexistence of V2O3 and VO2 hybridized phases with
carbon coating can potentially enhance the Li+/electron
transfer/separation and redox kinetics in the electrode.
The surface element composition and chemical valence states

of the elements in VOx-500 sample were further investigated by
XPS analyses (Figure 5). The analysis of V 2p core level XPS
spectrum has been combined with O 1s region for accurate
peak fitting.44 As shown in Figure 5a, after deconvolution, the
asymmetric shape of V 2p bands can be separated into two sets
of valence states. One pair of bands centered at 524.78 and
517.45 eV can be attributed to the spin−orbital splitting
components of V 2p1/2 and V 2p3/2 in VO2. The other pair of
bands at 523.6 and 516.27 eV can be assigned to the spin−
orbital splitting components of V 2p1/2 and V 2p3/2 in V2O3.

45

The deconvolution of O 1s XPS spectrum reveals three bands
at 530.48, 530.86, and 531.82 eV, corresponding to the O−V
bond in vanadium oxides,46 C−O, and CO bonds,9

respectively. The high-resolution C 1s XPS spectrum in Figure
5b can be deconvoluted into four bands. The band centered at
284.6 eV can be assigned to the C−C/CC bonds in
amorphous graphite carbon formed during the decomposition
of EG species. The band centered at 285.5, 286.5, and 288.3 eV
correspond to the C−O, CO, and O−CO functional
groups of the carbon species, respectively.36

Porous nanostructures may possess a large surface area for
electrolyte impregnation and mass transport. Nitrogen
adsorption/desorption experiments were performed to study
the pore structures of VOx-500 sample. From Figure 6, the
sorption isotherms exhibit a type IV curve with a type III
hysteresis loop characteristic of mesoporous materials. The
sample yields a high BET surface area of ∼69.4 m2/g, which is
higher than that of porous V2O3/C composite (52.8 m2/g).47

The pore size distribution plot (inset in Figure 6) reveals a
relatively narrow pore size distribution centering on ∼9.8 nm.
The relatively high specific surface area of VOx-500 sample is
ascribed to its porous structure with anti-aggregation of

Figure 2. (a, b) SEM images, (c) SEM, and (d−f) corresponding EDX mappings of the C, O, and V distributions in VOx-500 sample. Scale bars in
(c−f) are all 0.5 μm.
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nanoparticles. The high surface area is favorable for Li-ion
storage due to the large electrode−electrolyte contact interface
with more active sites for Li+-ion storage, reduced Li+-ion
diffusion path, and accommodation to electrode volume change
during repeated (de)lithiation.
The effect of holding time during annealing on the formed

hybrid materials was also investigated. Figure S6 depicts the
XRD and SEM results of the composite sample obtained by
refluxing following heat treatment at 500 °C for 2 h in Ar
(denoted as VOx-500-2). XRD pattern (Figure S6a) reveals that

VOx-500-2 also consists of major V2O3 and VO2 phases and
trace V6O11 and V3O5 phases. SEM image (Figure S6b) reveals
its porous spherical morphology comprising one-dimensional
nanobuilding blocks. This result suggests that the phase-
hybridized composite can be prepared within a short annealing
period as well.
The electrochemical properties of VOx-500 composite was

evaluated using coin-type Li-half cells. For comparison, VOx-
400, VOx-600 and VOx-700 samples were also measured under
the same conditions. In Figure 7a, the CV curves are displayed

Figure 3. (a−c) TEM images and (d) HRTEM micrograph of VOx-500 sample containing porous nanoprisms/nanotubes constructed by
interconnected V2O3 and VO2 nanoparticles.

Figure 4. HRTEM micrograph and corresponding FFT patterns of the sample prepared by refluxing following heat treatment in Ar at 500 °C for 5 h
(VOx-500), confirming the presence of abundant nanoscale V2O3/VO2 heterojunctions.
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to investigate the Li+-ion insertion/extraction behavior in VOx-
500 electrode. Several pairs of redox peaks can be observed,
indicating the multistep redox reactions in the electrode
containing hybridized V2O3/VO2 phases. The broad redox
peaks at 2.5/2.6 V (peaks A and A′) can be ascribed to the
(de)lithiation in VO2.

48 The redox peaks at 1.7/1.86 V (peaks
B and B′) and 1.0/1.2 V (peaks C and C′) correspond to the
redox of V3+ and V4+ in the composite upon Li+-ion insertion/
extraction. Another pair of peaks at 0.5/0.8 V (peaks D and D′)
correlate to the partial conversion reactions of V2O3/VO2 into
metallic vanadium and Li2O.

45 The quasi-rectangular shape of
the CV curve suggests a capacitor-like Li+-ion storage behavior.
Figure 7b shows galvanostatic discharge/charge curves of VOx-
500 electrode at various current rates. Clearly, VOx-500 sample
displays a high discharge capacity of 860 mAh/g and charge
capacity of 534 mAh/g at 50 mA/g, with a Coulombic
efficiency of 62.1%. The initial irreversible capacity loss can be
mainly ascribed to the electrolyte decomposition accompanied
by the formation of a solid−electrolyte interphase layer.49

Noticeably, VOx-500 electrode manifests high and stable
discharge capacities upon increasing current rates from 100
to 500 mA/g. This fact together with the slopping voltage
profiles suggests the Li-ion storage in VOx-500 may follow a
pseudocapacitance-dominant process. Figure 7c depicts the Li-
ion storage capability of VOx-500 electrode at varying current
rates. Evidently, VOx-500 electrode demonstrates a good

cycling property with highly reversible capacities of 503, 487,
and 453 mAh/g at 100, 200, and 500 mA/g, respectively. From
Figure 7d, VOx-500 electrode shows a Li-ion storage capacity of
523 mAh/g at the third cycle and a retained capacity of 569
mAh/g over 105 cycles. In contrast, all VOx-400, VOx-600, and
VOx-700 electrodes exhibit very poor Li-ion storage capacity at
100 mA/g. The Li-ion storage properties of VOx-500 electrode
is also superior or comparable to some V2O3 nanostructures
reported in the literatures, such as composites of V2O3-ordered
mesoporous carbon,36 carbon-coated yolk-shell V2O3,

45 and
peapod-like V2O3 nanorods encapsulated in carbon.37

To further understand the kinetics origin, the CV curves of
VOx-500 electrode were recorded at scan rates from 0.1 to 2.0
mV/s, as shown in Figure 8a. The degree of capacitive effect
can be analyzed according to the relationship between the
measured current (i) and scan rate (v) from the CV curves: i =
avb, where “a” and “b” are both constants. The value b is
between 0.5 and 1.0, which is determined from the slope of the
log(i) versus log(v) plot. It is well known that for a diffusion-
controlled process, b approaches 0.5, whereas for a surface
capacitance-dominated process, b is close to 1.0. In the current
experiments, the b values for cathodic and anodic sweep
processes are calculated to be 0.79 and 0.95, respectively (inset
of Figure 8a). The high b values suggest a more favored
capacitive storage kinetics of the electrode. In Figure 8b, the
percentage of capacitive contribution to the current at a fixed
voltage is further quantitatively determined by separating the
current response i from the diffusion-controlled and capacitive
contribution at the corresponding voltage. The calculated result
unravels that 82% of the total capacity stems from the
pseudocapacitive contribution for VOx-500 electrode, which
well explains its superior rate capability.50 In addition, the rest
(∼18%) capacity contribution should mostly stem from the
intercalation storage, given the pseudocapacitance mainly
involves the surface or subsurface Faradaic process. In the
composite anode, the vanadium oxides should contribute most
to the total capacity for two reasons. (i) carbon materials
derived from common annealing organic/polymer precursors
usually exhibited relatively low Li-ion storage capability (e.g., an
optimum Li-ion storage capacity of ∼400 mAh/g had been
achieved within a voltage region of 0.01−2 V (vs Li+/Li) at 100
mA/g for porous hard carbon spheres obtained by carbon-
ization of resol resin at 700 °C for 4 h in Ar).51 (ii) The mass
content of carbon in VOx-500 is estimated to be 7% using TGA
in air (Figure S3).

Figure 5. High-resolution XPS spectra of (a) V 2p and O 1s, (b) C 1s in VOx-500 sample.

Figure 6. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and pore size
distribution plot (inset) of VOx-500 sample.
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The intriguing electrochemical properties of VOx-500
material can be attributed to its unique composition and
structural characteristics, as schematically shown in Figure 9: (i)
the porous framework consisting of nanosized building blocks
endows an enlarged electrode/electrolyte interface, featuring
better electrolyte permeation, and diffusion, as well as reduced
Li+-ion diffusion path; (ii) the in situ carbon doping can boost
the electrical conduction in the electrode and buffer its volume
expansion during lithiation; and (iii) the coexistence of
hybridized V2O3/VO2 phases with self-building electric field
can promote Li+/e− transport/transfer at the heterointerfaces.

The synergy of the above features may contribute to the
extrinsic pseudocapacitance-dominant Li-ion storage process in
the porous hybrid electrode with superior rate property and
cycle stability.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Unique porous phase-hybridized V2O3/VO2 heterostructure
material has been successfully fabricated via a refluxing process
following annealing. Conductive carbon species are in situ
incorporated into the porous framework during thermal
decomposition. Owing to the integrated features of porous

Figure 7. (a) CV curve of VOx-500 electrode at 0.2 mV/s. (b) Galvanostatic discharge/charge curves of VOx-500 electrode at different current rates.
(c) Rate property of VOx-500 electrode. (d) Cycling properties of VOx-500, VOx-400, VOx-600, and VOx-700 electrodes at 100 mA/g.

Figure 8. Quantitatively capacitive analysis of Li-ion storage behavior in VOx-500. (a) CV curves at different scan rates and relationships between
logarithm cathodic/anodic peak currents and logarithm scan rates (inset). (b) Capacitive Li-ion storage contributions at a scan rate of 2 mV/s.
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structures, phase hybridization and doping of conductive
carbon, the resulting hybrid material exhibits superior Li-ion
storage property. The current strategy may be extended to the
design and synthesis of other transition-metal oxides/sulfides
electrode materials for broad use in Li/Na-ion batteries and
supercapacitors.
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